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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSISTING AT MASS
for
EXTRAORDINARY MINISTERS OF HOLY COMMUNION
St. Philip Church (September 2010)
“I ask you ... extraordinary ministers of Holy Communion, to become ever more
aware of the gift you have received in the service entrusted to you for a more
worthy celebration of the Eucharist.” (John Paul II)

General Norms
If you are unable to keep your scheduled assignment due to illness or last minute travel, it
will be your responsibility to obtain a substitute by contacting another EMHC.
In general, clothing should be business dress, i.e., along the lines of clothing required at the
White House for meeting with the President of the United States. At the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass, the EMHCs are in the House of God, assisting the people to meet the King of
Kings. The clothes worn ought to be in keeping with such a great occasion. As such, the
preferred attire for men would be a coat and tie. In warmer weather, the coat would be
optional. Men should be careful to remove cell phones, etc. from their belts during the
Mass.
They should likewise not wear any tight-fitting or otherwise inappropriate
clothing. The preferred attire for women would be either a dress or a blouse and skirt. Dress
or skirt length should not be above the knees. If a good reason on occasion prevents wearing
a dress or skirt, a modest pant suit would be acceptable. Women should not wear pants,
tight-fitting clothes, or low-cut blouses. No one should ever wear shorts, jeans or flipflops. Everyone should also keep in mind the liturgical feasts and seasons when dressing for
service at Mass: for example, bright pastels would not be appropriate on Good Friday.
In taking care to dress appropriately for the Eucharistic celebration, the EMHCs offer a good
example to the congregation, which in turn provides a teaching moment and reminder to
them of the uniqueness of the meeting with Christ that occurs at Mass. This realization may
in turn inspire members of the congregation to dress appropriately for Mass, too.

Before Mass
Please arrive 15 minutes before Mass and check in with the Sacristan in the sacristy. Usually
2-3 EMHCs will be needed for the 5:30 pm and 8:30 am Masses; 4-5 will be needed for the
10 and 11:30 am Masses.
In the sacristy before Mass, it will almost always be necessary to speak with the priest, the
other EMHCs, and the sacristan regarding details of the Mass and other matters. While such
conversations and social niceties should not be omitted, these should be kept to a minimum
in order that all others present will have sufficient silent time to dispose themselves to carry
out their duties at the Mass in a devout and fitting manner.
When taking a seat in the church, please sit on the tabernacle side, for easy access to and
from the sanctuary.

At Mass
When the celebrant has received the Precious Blood of Christ, the EMHCs approach the
sanctuary on the tabernacle side and stand at the top step (see Diagram #1).
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* For Mass celebrated by Father Donahue:
If there is no assisting priest or Deacon present at Mass, a "lead EMHC” will retrieve the
ciborium/ciboria from the tabernacle in the following manner: Immediately after opening the
tabernacle, genuflect as a sign of reverence. Remove the ciborium/ciboria from the tabernacle,
remove the tops, close the tabernacle, and bring the ciborium/ciboria to the Altar, and then go
back to the top step with other EMHCs.
As the altar servers get into a single file line to receive, the EMHCs will fall in behind them
(See Diagram #2).
As each EMHC receives Holy Communion, all but the very last EMHC in line will then
proceed to the end of the line (See Diagram #3). When Fr. Joseph is the main celebrant, he
will usually offer the Precious Blood in the following manner: After the first EMHC has
received the Body of Christ, Fr. Joseph will give that person the Precious Blood; that first
EMHC will then administer the Chalice to the other EMHCs; after each receives, each
would then proceed to the end of the line. (see Diagram #3)
When the last EMHC in line receives Communion, he/she will be handed a ciborium by
Father, then will go to the choir section and immediately begin communicating the cantor,
choir, musicians, etc.
Meanwhile, the other EHMCs will go to Father to receive the Ciborium in the same order as
they came up for Communion.
The EMHCs will then proceed immediately to their designated stations (see Diagram #4),
keeping in mind that Fr Donahue will always be in the center aisle, on the choir side; and Fr
Joseph always will be in the center aisle, on the tabernacle side. These are the other stations:
At the 5:30 PM and 8:30 AM Masses, there will be only two stations in front, and one in
back.
The first EMHC, after communicating the choir section, will go to communicate the
handicapped and those in the back vestibule area. Once finished, this EMHC should not
start a new line in front, but rather should return the ciborium to the altar as per the
instructions below “After Distributing Holy Communion.”
If there is another EMHC, that one stays in the center aisle with the priest-celebrant.
If Fr Donahue is the priest-celebrant, an EMHC will hold the ciborium for him.
At the 10 and 11:30 AM Masses, there will be four stations in front, and one in back.
The first EMHC, after communicating the choir section, will go to communicate the
handicapped and those in the back vestibule area. Once finished, this EMHC should not
start a new line in front, but rather should return the ciborium to the altar as per the
instructions below “After Distributing Holy Communion.”
The second EMHC will go the choir-side station.
The third EMHC will go to the tabernacle-side station.
The fourth EMHC stays in the center with the priest celebrant. If Fr Donahue is present,
the fourth EMHC will hold the ciborium for him.
If there is no assisting priest or deacon, the fifth EMHC is stationed in the center aisle.
Please note, that except for the EMHC who goes to the choir section, all EMHCs should wait
until the priest-celebrant is in place before beginning to give out Holy Communion to the
congregation.
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For each communicant, hold the Host before him/her and say, "The Body of Christ." After the
response "Amen," place the Host either on the tongue or in the hands of the communicant.
If a Host falls, please pick it up and place it in the ciborium, but to the side, and make it
known to the priest after distribution.

After Distributing Holy Communion.
Return your ciborium to the altar.
Purify your fingers in the ablution cup at the credence table, and then return to your seats via
the back of sanctuary, making sure that you make some sign of reverence as you pass in
front of the Tabernacle, either a genuflection or a profound bow.
At the 10 AM Mass, those taking Communion to the sick should go and stand at the
sanctuary step to await receiving a pyx from the priest. Further details for these “Visiting
EMHCs” are found in “Instructions for Home Visitations.”
Meanwhile, the priest will consolidate the Hosts at the altar, and then the priest, assisting
priest, deacon, or the “lead EMHC” will place the filled ciborium in the Tabernacle,
remembering to genuflect before closing the Tabernacle door. The lead EMHC can then
purify his/her fingers in the ablution cup beside the Tabernacle, and then return to his/her
seat.

Appendix
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOME VISITATIONS
for
EXTRAORDINARY MINISTERS OF HOLY COMMUNION
St. Philip Church (September 2010)

VISITING THE SICK
Thank you for volunteering to visit the sick in our parish! It is a rewarding experience and you
will find the parishioners very grateful. If you have any questions not addressed in this
document, please contact our parish priest.

GENERAL POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION
Those who make Communion visits to the homebound will be referred to as “Visiting EMHCs.”
If you are unable to keep your scheduled assignment to visit the homebound due to illness or last
minute travel, it will be your responsibility to obtain a substitute by contacting another EMHC to
cover your visits for you.

Sunday Visits
Usually, visits are only done on Sundays immediately following the 10:00
AM Mass. If some extraordinary circumstance arises, special
arrangements can be made with the celebrating priest to have an EMHC
receive a Pyx at another Mass, keeping in mind that never may
consecrated Hosts be left overnight or for several hours outside the
Tabernacle. Likewise, the pyx containing Hosts should always be on your
person until all the Hosts have been given to the sick.

Timeframe for Visits
Following the 10:00AM Mass, the first visit starts around 11:15AM. Visits tend to take about 15
minutes, including travel time, so you could provide estimated time based on 15-minute
increments and how many visits you'll be making. (Total time usually ranges from 30 minutes to
1 hour depending how many houses you have to visit.)

Fasting Not Required
Due to their condition, the homebound parishioners we visit are allowed to receive Communion
even if they have eaten food within the hour. In addition, they may require water immediately
after receiving Communion.

Contacting Homebound When You Cannot Make Your Visits
In the event of severe weather (e.g., snowstorm) and it is anticipated that an EMHC visit would
be impossible, it would be good if one or more EMHCs would call our homebound parishioners
to let them know not to expect a visit from any EMHCs that day.

Cloth Used for the Pyx
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When making visits, we need to place a cloth beneath the Pyx. This cloth can then be used to
purify the Pyx after visitations are completed. When making visits, this cloth can be carried in a
sandwich bag, or some other container, and then stored in this same container. St. Philip Church
provides the Pyx and burse, but each EMHC provides his/her own cloth. This can be an elegant
handkerchief, or some other nice piece of linen. It is important that the cloth had never been used
before for any other purpose; likewise, once the cloth has been dedicated for use with the Pyx, it
should never be used for anything else. Instructions on care and cleaning of this cloth can be
found below in the section on purifying the Pyx.

Priest Visits
Our priest visits the sick on the First Friday of every month. If a parishioner requests a priest
during your visit, please remind them of First Friday visits - If the parishioner cannot wait, let
him/her know you will contact our priest about their request.
If the Parishioner requests and wants to talk to the priest, you should not interrupt a Communion
visit to contact a priest. Depending on the urgency of the request, you may want to return to
church to talk with a priest. Or, you may call Fr Joseph on his cell phone, 714-251-7458.
Otherwise, leave a voicemail message at the office. The church's main office number is 703-5733808. Keep in mind that Masses are being celebrating throughout the morning and afternoon
until after 5:00 PM, so a priest might not be available for a visit on Sunday.

Caregiver Request to Return Later (very very rare occasion)
On occasion, you may encounter a situation where a caregiver requests that you return later for a
Communion visit. (This has occurred when extremely ill parishioners are asleep.) Let the
caregiver know that you can return later only if:
(1) You have other visits to make and (2) the parishioner will be ready to receive Communion at
the conclusion of your other visits. (Provide the caregiver with your estimated return time.)
Otherwise, you will not be able to visit the parishioner. We cannot keep a consecrated Host after
all visits are completed to return later in the day. The consecrated Hosts must be consumed
immediately following the Mass we have left. Our visits serve as a continuation of the Mass and
must be done directly upon leaving the church and consecutively. All we can do is make our best
effort.

SPECIFIC POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION
Before Mass:
Before leaving your house, make sure you bring with you your designated cloth to be
placed beneath the Pyx during visits. (You may also use a purificator, which are available
in the sacristy)
You will need to check in at the Sacristy at least 20 minutes before Mass.
You need to make phone call to verify the visit with the home bound parishioners. These
calls should be made in the hallway behind the church, and not in the sacristy, in order to
maintain an atmosphere of reverence in the sacristy before Mass.
Once the homebound have been contacted, remove a Pyx and burse from where they are
stored (in the top counter drawer, in the sacristy).
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Set the Pyx on the counter with a note indicating your name and the number of Hosts you
will need for your visits.
The sacristan will make sure the pyxes are available for the priest to fill during Mass by
placing the pyxes and the notes on a tray, and then placing the tray on the credence table.
Take the burse and a prayer book with you when you leave the sacristy. This burse will
be used to hold the Pyx when the priest gives it to you after Holy Communion.

During Mass:
Try to seat yourself on the tabernacle side of the church before Mass, for easy access to the
sanctuary.
After having given Holy Communion to the congregation, and returned the ciborium to the
altar, and purified ones fingers in the ablution cup, the “Visiting EMHCs” go and stand at the
sanctuary step (see Diagram #1).
After the priest’s chalice has been purified and removed from the altar, and at the invitation
of the priest, the EMHCs will approach the priest in the same way they approached him to
receive Holy Communion, and he will give each a Pyx and note card; EMHCs will then go
back and stand in a line facing the priest (see Diagram # 2).
Put the Pyx into your burse and hang it over to your neck.
Once all EMHCs are lined up together, the priest will give them a blessing and dismiss them;
the EMHCs’ will then leave through the back door from the sanctuary. (see Diagram #2)
The EMHCs must leave the church immediately to bring the Body of Christ to the sick.

The Home Visits:
You may want to bring a cell phone with you, in case one of the homebound who expects your
visit does not answer the door. Make your best effort and if you cannot reach them, go on to your
next visit.
In those cases when you realize that you have insufficient Hosts for the number of communicants
to be visited, please know that you can always divide the Hosts as necessary into halves or
quarters (depending on the number of people you are visiting).

For the prayers during visits, we use the Communion of the Sick prayer book:
- From the prayer book, you'll refer to the following pages: 11-21 & 39-42.
1. Greeting: On Page 11, you will select a Greeting (Versions A-D).
2. Penitential Rite: On Pages 12-14, you will select either Version A or B for the Penitential
Rite.
3. Liturgy of the Word: On Pages 14-16, you will select a Gospel reading for the Liturgy of the
Word, or, bring a missalette from the church and read the Gospel or the other readings of the
Sunday Mass. If you have time, and the homebound person is disposed, you could share
some of the thoughts from the homily.
4. The Lord's Prayer: On page 17 lead the parishioner in The Lord's Prayer “Our Father… ”
selecting either Version A or B.
5. Present the Precious Body: On Page 18, under Communion, you will select Version A or B
as you present the Precious Body.
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6. Prayer after Communion: Following the parishioner's consumption of Communion, you will
continue on Page 19 with the Prayer after Communion and select either Version A, B or C.
7. Concluding Rite: On Page 21, under Concluding Rite, you will select a Blessing for a
minister who is not a priest or deacon - either Version A or B.
In cases when parishioners are not well enough to participate in all of these prayers, please use a
shorter version.

When a Parishioner Exhibits Signs of Dementia
A good rule-of-thumb is that if a parishioner cannot follow a conversation with you, he/she may
not understand why you are there and might not be able to receive Communion. However, it is
possible that a parishioner will exhibit signs of dementia, and will have difficulty following a
conversation with you but still demonstrate an understanding that you are there to distribute
Communion. If the parishioner recognizes your purpose in being there, it is appropriate to give
him/her Communion.
If he/she seems confused, you would continue to ask if he/she wants to receive Communion and
you show the burse (containing the Precious Body of Christ). If he/she acknowledges the Pyx in
the burse and indicates he/she wants to receive the Body of Christ, you should give him/her
Communion. If he/she shows no sign of recognition, do not distribute Communion. You should
let the priest or the rectory knows of any parishioners who seemed confused and provide the
priest with details after your visits are completed.

Remaining Hosts When Visits Are Completed
If Hosts still remain after all visits are completed, you must return them immediately to the
church because we cannot consume them ourselves. ("Immediately" means following your last
visit - no running errands, grabbing a bite to eat, etc), so the priest or deacon can repose the
Host(s) in the tabernacle.

Remaining Hosts As You Begin Your Last Scheduled Visit
However, if more than one Host remains as you begin your last visit of the day, you may have an
alternative to returning to church. If the parishioner is willing and physically able (no difficulty
swallowing), your last parishioner can consume all remaining Hosts. (Always verify this with
the parishioner before you begin the prayers.)
This alternative may be a consideration if it will be very difficult for you to return to the church
in such a way that the Hosts can be properly reposed in the Tabernacle.

After the Visit:
When all of your visits are completed, and all consecrated Hosts are consumed, ensure
the Pyx is purified and return it back to the sacristy drawer. Make sure the “home Bound”
cards are also returned to the sacristy EMHC drawer.
Purify the Pyx in the following manner: Fill the Pyx very slowly with water, let the water
dissolve the leftover fragments, and then drink the water from the Pyx, or pour that water
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into the dry sink (The right sink with the top covered) in the Sacristy. Dry the Pyx with
the designated cloth or with a purificator in the sacristy. Then place the Pyx in the first
drawer of the Sacristy Counter.
After several visits, the EMHC’s personal cloth should be cleaned. This is done by first
placing the cloth in a bowl of water and letting it soak for 15-30 minutes. Pour this water
out on the ground, or on a plant, but not down a regular household drain. The cloth can
then be cleaned, dried and ironed as any other piece of linen, making sure that this special
cloth does not get confused with other linen, such as other handerkerchiefs, etc. The
cloth can then be stored for next use.
- If you forget or need cloth, you may ask sacristan for a piece of Purificator.

Appendix
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The blessing prayer before dismissing the “Visiting EMHCs” –

May the Lord God bless and protect you
As you take the Body of Christ
To our brothers and sisters
Who are unable to be here with us at this Mass.
In the Name of the Father,
And of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen
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PROCEDURES FOR SACRISTANS

Before Mass
Turn on lights (Use Sunday Mass Setting).
Turn on Sound System (Use the White Rocker Switch located at the bottom left ONLY). This
powers the system up and powers it down.
Place the Missal (Sacramentary) near the Presider’s Chair.
Place the following special items for Fr. Donahue in the sanctuary area:
o Plastic book stand on altar, to the left of microphone
o Missal (Sacramentary) on plastic book stand
o A song hymnal on altar, to right of microphone
o Stool behind altar, to the left of center
Remove the Lectionary from the cupboard in the Sacristy and place it on the counter in the
Sacristy.
Remove the Book of the Gospels from the vessel closet and place it on the counter in the
Sacristy.
Remove the Tabernacle Key from the drawer in the Sacristy and place it in the Tabernacle.
Check the Tabernacle and fill additional ciboria as needed. Do not overfill ciboria. Generally, 3
ciboria will be needed at the 5:30 pm and 8:30 am Masses; 5 ciboria will be needed at the 10 am
and 11:30 am Masses.
Determine the Celebrant and place that Celebrant’s chalice with large host and clean purificator
on the Credence Table.
o For Fr. Donahue, place the veil on chalice and the pall on top of the veil.
Remove the Cruets from the refrigerator.
Place wine cruet and one ciborium on the table in the back of church.
Place remaining ciboria, if any, on the Credence Table.
Make sure pitcher, bowl, and finger towel are on the Credence Table.
Make sure that there is a wick in the device used to light the candles.
Make sure that the Altar Servers have lit the candles. If not it falls to the Sacristan to light the
candles.
Make sure Ablution Cups, with water, and finger towels are at the Tabernacle and on the
Credence Table. If they are not there, the cups may be found in the vessel closet or the
cupboard above the sink.
Make sure that the Announcement Binder is placed to the right of the Presider’s Chair.
Make sure that the General Intercessions Binder is on the counter in the Sacristy.
Make sure the lectors have reviewed the readings and the General Intercessions.
o If only one lector arrives, that lector does both readings and General Intercessions.
o If no lector arrives, the sacristan should find one in the congregation.
Make sure the lector in the procession has the Book of the Gospels before leaving to go to the
back vestibule.
Once lectors have reviewed the readings and the General Intercessions, place Lectionary on
ambo and place General Intercessions Binder on the ambo ledge. Make sure the Lectionary is
open to the correct page.
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Note number of Extraordinary Ministers and inform the Celebrant. There are usually enough to
fill in.

For 10:00 am Mass: Add the following Visiting EMHC steps in preparation
o Make sure the Visiting EMHCs have contacted the sick/homebound for visitation
o Make sure there is a pyx and note card on the tray for each Visiting EMHC
o Once tray containing the pyxes is ready, place tray on credence table

After All Masses
Make sure all candles extinguished.

After the 5:30 p.m. and 11:30 am Masses
Remove all books and binders from the Sanctuary.
Return Book of the Gospels to the vessel closet.
Return the Lectionary to the cupboard.
Return the Missal (Sacramentary) to the cupboard and put both binders on the counter in the
Sacristy.
Return Celebrant’s chalice to the vessel closet after Mass.
Lock the vessel closet.
Place used purificators, and finger towels in the bowl beneath the sink after Mass.
Place cruets in the refrigerator and do not empty them.
Remove the key from the Tabernacle and place it back in the drawer in the Sacristy.
Turn off the Sound System
Attend to the Sacristy and to the lights in the Church
o After the 5:30 pm Mass, set church lights to “Baptism” setting, and make sure sacristy
lights and A/C are turned off.
o After 11:30 am Mass, set church lights to “Adoration” setting.
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